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Lumberg Automation™ 
Eight-Pole M8 Actuator/ 
Sensor Connectors 

By launching a range of new 

eight-pole M8 actuator/sensor 

connectors under the Lumberg  

Automation™ brand, which 

impress with their high contact 

density and rugged design, Belden 

has set yet another milestone in  

the field of connection technology. 

Eight-Pole M8 Actuator/ 
Sensor Connectors from  
Lumberg Automation™:
High Contact Density Despite 
Compact Dimensions

With the Lumberg Automation™ brand’s new 
eight-pole M8 actuator/sensor connectors, 
it is now possible, for the first time ever, to 
transmit up to eight signals with only one 
connector when using an external power 
supply. This is particularly advantageous when 
connecting optoelectronic sensors or safety 
switches, which are often used to monitor 
safety doors on machinery and equipment,  
for example.

What is more, the product range offers an 
ideal solution for virtually every installation 
scenario, since the connectors are available 
in two molded cable versions as well as three 
field-attachable installation variants. All 
models are suitable for use in temperature 
ranges from -25°C to +80°C and – if bolted 
to their respective counterparts – compliant 
with the IP67 protection standard.

The molded connectors have an open cable 
end and can be used to connect sensors or 
actuators to switch cabinets or distribution 
boxes, thus ensuring a high degree of wiring 
flexibility. The male connector is equipped 
with a snap-in/threaded joint and the female 
connector with a self-locking threaded joint.

The field-attachable installation variants  
include a connector with stranded wires and 
encapsulated cable connection area that can 
be bolted to the front of switch cabinets or 
other devices. In addition, Belden offers a model 
that is specifically designed for installation 
in sensors, which can be easily pressed in and 
brought into contact via a snap-in/threaded 
joint. And finally, a plug insert for various 
sensor housings is also available. These inserts 
are already equipped with an M8 thread and/
or a snap-in joint.

Benefits at a Glance:

•	 High contact density despite compact   
 dimensions

•	 IP67 protection class

•	 Temperature range: -25°C to +80°C 

•	 Shock and vibration resistance

•	 High degree of flexibility

•	 Suitable solution for practically all  
 installation requirements
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RSM 8-354 / ... M 

Actuator/sensor cord sets,  
single-ended, M8 male connector 
without snap-in joint and molded 
cable

RKMV 8-354 / ... M  

Actuator/sensor cord sets,  
single-ended, M8 female connector 
with self-locking threaded joint and 
molded cable

M8 Cord Sets
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Pin Assignment 8 Poles

1 = white
2 = brown
3 = green
4 = yellow

5 = grey
6 = pink
7 = blue
8 = red

Order Number Designation Outer Jacket

on request RSM 8-354 /2 M/5 M/10 M PUR halogenfree

91033 RKMV 8-354 /2 M PUR halogenfree

96490 RKMV 8-354 /5 M PUR halogenfree

96491 RKMV 8-354 /10 M PUR halogenfree
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Technical Data

Operating temperature 
range -40°C / +90°C

Materials

Housing/Molded body TPU

Insert RSM 8-354: TPU 
 RKMV 8-354: PA / TPU 

Contact  RSM 8-354: CuSn and  
 0.8 microns gold-plated

 RKMV 8-354: CuZn, 
 nickel-plated

Receptacle shell /knurled 
screw/nut/hexagon  
screw/nut/sleeve CuZn, nickel-plated

O-Ring  FKM

Mechanical data

Degree of protection RSM 8-354: IPx8   
 (15m/48h & 100m/2h) 
 otherwise IP 65 

 RKMV 8-354: IP 67/IP 69K 
Only in locked position with its proper counterparts.

Electrical data

Contact resistance  ≤ 5 mW

Nominal current at 40°C 1 A

Nominal voltage 8 poles 30 V

Rated voltage  36 V

Test voltage 8 poles 0.8 kV eff./60 s

Insulation resistance  > 109 W

Pollution degree  3

*a O-ring 
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RSMF 8/0,5 M 

Receptacle connector, M8 male  
connector for front mounting,  
assembled stranded wire, solder  
contacts potted with epoxy,  
chassis side thread M8 x 0.5  
(panel nut RSKF 8)

RSMEDG 8 

Receptacle connector, M8 male  
connector for sensors, with combined  
snap-in/threaded joint, mounting hole 
for LED, short solder contacts, hollow  
contacts on solder side

M8 Receptacle Connectors

*a  O-ring enclosed separately
*b  solder contacts potted with epoxy 
*c  cut out
“L” 0.5 m

1 = white
2 = brown
3 = green
4 = yellow

5 = grey
6 = pink
7 = blue
8 = red
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Pin Assignment 8 Poles

Technical Data

Operating temperature 
range -25°C / +80°C

Materials

Housing/Molded body CuZn, nickel-plated

Insert PA

Contact RSMF: CuZn,  
  pre-nickeled and 0.8 
  microns gold-plated

O-Ring  RSMF: FKM

Mechanical data

Degree of protection  IP 67 
Only in locked position with its proper counterparts.

Mode of connection RSMEDG 8: 
  solder connection

Connectable conductor RSMEDG 8: 
  max. 0.14 mm2

Electrical data

Contact resistance  ≤ 5 mW

Nominal current at 40°C RSMF 8: 1 A 
  RSMEDG 8: 1 A

Nominal voltage  RSMF 8: 32 V 
  RSMEDG 8: 30 V

Test voltage RSMF 8: 
  0.8 kV eff./60 s

  RSMEDG 8:  
  0.5 kV eff./60 s

Insulation resistance  > 109 W

Pollution degree  3

Order Number Designation Lead (mm²)

91740 RSMF 8/0.5 M 0.22

88036 RSMEDG 8 
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RSEM 8 

Receptacle connector, M8 male connector 
for sensors, with long solder contacts, solid 
contacts on solder side

Technical Data

Operating  
temperature range -25°C / +80°C

Materials

Insert  PA

Contact  CuZn, pre-nickeled  
  and 0.8 microns  
  gold-plated

Mechanical data

Mode of connection solder connection

Electrical data

Nominal current at 40°C 1 A

Nominal voltage  32 V

Test voltage 0.8 kV eff. / 60 s

Insulation resistance  > 109 W

Pollution degree  3

Always the Right Solution

Belden is one of the world’s leading suppliers of signal transmission solutions including  
cable, connectivity and active components for mission-critical applications ranging  
from industrial automation and alternative power generation through to professional 
broadcasting. Belden offers an extensive portfolio of highly specialized products 
for management, control and field level, which the company produces and markets 
under its proprietary Belden®, Hirschmann™ and Lumberg Automation™ brands.

Visit www.beldensolutions.com for more information. 

M8 Receptacle Connectors for Sensors

Telephone +49 (0) 2355-5044-000 www.beldensolutions.com
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Order Number Designation 

91607 RSEM 8 

*a  cut out


